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                                       R E A D I N G   C O M P R E H E N S I O N 
 

Task 1: Read the text carefully. There are two tasks to do on the next page. 

 

                           SAID BUSINESS SCHOOL PRIZE 

         An inventive way to provide clean drinking 

                               water, reports Judith Keeling  

     

It’s a long way from the dusty villages of Tamil Nadu to the glass and chrome modernity of Oxford’s 

Said Business School (SBS). Yet the plight of some of India’s poorest families could soon be eased 

thanks to an innovative scheme which recently emerged as a winner of the school’s Dragon’s Den-

style global competition for young entrepreneurs. 

   Aquaregia is a venture to provide clean drinking water to poor families who live in rural India 

using a network of local entrepreneurs. 

   “Over 400 million Indians do not have access to piped drinking water,” explains Vinay Sridhar, 

one of the Indian entrepreneurs behind the firm. “Women in rural villages collect the water from 

local wells – but the problem is not the availability of the water but how pure it is.”          

   Purification units exist but they are large and expensive. The Aquaregia team hit on the idea of 

making smaller and cheaper units, catering for 10-15 families. These would be sold to local 

businessmen who provide purified water to villagers for a small charge, on a “pay per use” basis. 

   Aquaregia shared the first prize of ₤ 2000 with another enterprising Indian scheme, Letsgraduate – 

a not-for-profit venture, matching students from poor backgrounds with donors or lenders willing to 

sponsor their higher education. 

   The pair of awarded projects was among 200 entries for the Said Business School’s 2011 Youth 

Business Development competition, which invited entrepreneurs aged 16-25 to develop business 

ideas that could be viable if they won the prize money. 

   The competition is run entirely by Oxford MBA students, who choose projects to mentor 

throughout the process, supported by local businessmen and SBS faculty members. Graduate 

Abhisek Kanoi mentored the Letsgraduate entry while being an MBA student and says he was 

impressed with the sincerity of those involved and how much of the groundwork had been laid 

already. 

   Having worked in Calcutta himself, where the project is based, its aims resonated particularly with 

him. “If you haven’t been to college in India, you can more or less rule out the chances of earning a 

decent wage,” he explains. 

   A thoroughly twenty-first century contest in every way, the Youth Business Development 

competition used social media and the Internet to advertise for worldwide entries. Interviews were 

conducted across time zones using Skype. 

   Four teams made it to the final where their business plans were judged on the social, economic or 

environmental impact that they could deliver. “They were also judged on the ability of the team to 

turn dream into reality and whether they could be self-sustaining afterwards,” said John Hoffmire, 

director of the Said Global Entrepreneur Network and a judge on the panel. “The winners were very 

impressive,” says Dr Hoffmire, adding that next year’s contest will be re-launched as a much bigger 

competition, the Said Global Entrepreneur Challenge, with a greater focus on producing business 

that can deliver job creation and wealth. Organisers hope to attract 400 entries to the 2012 contest, 

competing for cash investments totalling ₤ 250,000 that are being made in cooperation with the SBS 

Venture Fund. 
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                R E A D I N G   C O M P R E H E N S I O N – T A S K S 
 

Task 1: Based on what you have read in the article, decide whether the statements below are true 

(T) or false (F). Circle one of the two letters.  Be careful, sentences do not follow in the same order 

as the information in the article. 

 

1.  The competition is organised and judged by the graduates of Oxford’s Said Business   

     School.                     T  /  F 

       

2.  Authors of the Aquaregia project based their idea on a more efficient and economical    

     usage of purification units.                  T  /  F 

 

3.   Abhisek Kanoi got involved in the competition after his graduation from the Said              

      Business School.                    T  /  F 

                                
4.   Success of the Aquaregia project depends on the cooperation of its authors with                    

      Indian businessmen.                   T  /  F 

 

5.   Next year the competition will also evaluate the capability of submitted projects to create  

      job opportunities.                         T  /  F         

       

6.   The major problem for the women in the Indian countryside is that the water  

is not easily available.                     T  /  F                                             

 

7.   Aquaregia was an exclusive project that was awarded the first prize in 2011.                   T  /  F 

 

8.   Environmental implications of the project had also been considered before the final   

      decision was taken.                   T  /  F 

 

 

 

Task 2:  Find the words, based on the following descriptions, in the text.  

 

9.    a bad condition or situation (the word is in the first 4 paragraphs of the text) 

      ………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

10.  working or developing successfully (the word is in paragraphs 5-8 of the text) 

      ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  

                                    ........ / 10 pts                                                                                           
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                                                  V O C A B U L A R Y 
Task 1: Complete each sentence using a verb from the box in the correct form. There are three 

extra words. 

 

       lose,                slur,                   let,                     utter,                    descend,                  falter     

    

1.   They didn’t ……………………… a single word as George told his sad story. 

2.   Silence ……………..………………. in the lecture hall as Mr Benford walked in. 

3.   Bill …………………………… his words somehow as if he had been drinking.  

    

Task 2: Fill each blank space in the article below with the correct form of the word in capital 

letters. 

               

An enlightened English teacher in 1954 had the pleasant habit of  

reading to his pupils for 10 minutes at the end of each lesson. Among  

the authors he selected was CS Forester whose Hornblower books were  

just appearing in (4) .............….............……….. , and so my seed of    PAPER 

(5) ...................................…….  was planted at the age of eight.                              ENTHUSIASTIC 

   The opportunity which has now borne fruit in the first  

(6) .........................…......…. of Forester’s “lost novel” had its roots                  PUBLISH 

decades previously, in Hollywood in 1935. Forester had been offered  

a contract to write a film script. He had come across some late 18
th

- 

century volumes of The (7) ..............................……… Chronicle and                     NAVY 

after the Hollywood contract, those books seemed to (8) ...............................….      COMPANY        

him on his sea-journey back to England via Central America. The result 

was the first Hornblower novel.  

   In his personal notes, Forester refers to it as “the lost novel.” It was written,  

sent to London and Boston, accepted and made the subject of signed 

(9) ........................…........... . But the Spanish war intervened. Forester    AGREE 

went to Spain and the (10) ........................…........... War of 130 years stirred      PENINSULA 

his interest.                        

    ........ / 10 pts 
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                                            G R A M M A R 
 

Task 1: Fill each of the numbered blanks in the passage with one suitable word. 

 

             WRITING UNCOVERED  

EXAMPLE: (0) at  
 

You’re looking (0)..................... ancient text written in proto-Elamite: the world’s oldest-known undeciphered 

writing system (1)...........……. was used between 3200 and 3000 BC in what is now Iran. (2).......................... 

it shares similarities with archaic Mesopotamian writing, almost 90 per cent of it remains a mystery to 

scholars. Fortunately, a new high-definition imaging system, (3)....................…. as Reflectance 

Transformation Imaging (RTI), has been developed by scientists (4)......................... Oxford especially to 

analyse inscribed artefacts of its type. The device is made (5)......................... of a dome of 76 lights with a 

camera at the top. When a specimen is placed at the dome’s centre, it is photographed 76 times, with 

(6)...................….. shot illuminated by just one of the lights. Subsequently, the 76 digital images are merged to 

deliver researchers (7)........................... a means of virtually manipulating the light cast on the object. It allows 

specialists to pick up subtle clues (8)........................... the object’s surface – and may help solve the riddle of 

proto-Elamite. Jacob Dahl, co-leader of the international Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative explains: “I’ve 

spent ten years trying to decipher the proto-Elamite writing system, but I think we’re finally 

(9)........................... the point of (10).........................…. a breakthrough.”       ...... / 10 pts 

 

Task 2: Complete each sentence in such a way that it means exactly the same as the sentence  

above it. Use the word printed in bold. 
 

11.  Their marriage failed probably because of their financial issues.    DOWN 

       The ……………………………............................................................……………. their financial issues. 

12.  Our semi-final tickets have been stolen!         RUN 

 Someone ……………………………………………………………………………our semi-final tickets. 

13.  He regrets agreeing to do the extra work.       TAKE 

       If only ......................................................................................................................... the extra work. 

14.  The alarm went off just as they came out of the bank.        WHEN 

 Scarcely ……………………………………………………………………………  the alarm went off. 

15.  They were sorry that they did not get their examination results until after the end of term.  THROUGH 

 They wish their examination results ……………………….……… ……………….the end of term. 

 

...... / 5pts 
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                                             L I S T E N I N G 

 

 

You will hear an interview with the director Owen Jackson, who will be talking about his work. 

Listen and answer the questions by circling one of the letters (A, B, C or D). You will hear the 

interview twice. 

 

01. Although Owen’s movie Task Force was a huge success, during its production there were  

      problems with 

A. the budget. 

B. its cast.  

      C. its script.  

      D. various issues.  

 

02. Owen decided to shoot the film in Australia after 

A. he had an argument with its producers. 

B. his budget for the film was increased enormously. 

C. his ideas were not warmly accepted by the film studios. 

      D. his actors suggested the change of the film’s location. 

 

03. Owen thinks that war films   

A.  lack a dynamic plot. 

B.  hide unpleasant realistic details. 

      C.  lack an interesting turning point. 

      D.  show too much violence. 

 

04. According to Owen, a true breakthrough in the film industry is almost impossible because 

      A. every new film develops things which have already been used. 

      B. the film directors are secretly copying each other’s style. 

      C. all the topics have already emerged. 

D. actors and actresses are using traditional acting techniques. 

 

05. As a director, Owen           

A. uses historical topics.  

B. uses current topics.  

C. presents a broader image of the world. 

      D.  presents a psychological view of his characters. 

   

                     ........ /5 pts 
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